
An article and a manifesto for the workshop "happy fringes" 

 

One year after the workshop life in the metropolis in the 21st century, elected officials, professionals, 
artists, have returned to their occupations. Not quite : 

1- the transition hangs on all sectors of life in metropolises in the 21st century. 

With Greta Thunberg launching the climate strike 15 days before the start of the workshop, and then the 
yellow vests movement launched just after its closure, the European and French news of the autumn 
showed that it is not no ecological transition that can forget the social component, let alone those who 
will have to live the consequences of our emissions. 

There is no more transition that ignores the economic component. And this is not an easy task as shown 
for example by the mistakes of the automotive industry and its recent conversion to electricity triggered 
by the European goal of reducing greenhouse gas emissions in 2030. 

The new President of the European Union has been elected on a program that further reduces these 
emissions to ward off the climate threat. 

The proposals of our young professionals are taking more relief, their beginning of network around the 
world accompanied by the manifesto contributes its part to the effort of creativity for the climate and the 
biodiversity of which they remember that we are part of it: with this lever "Everything that does not 
respond to putting the basic needs of the citizen at the center must be changed," in the diversity of ways 
of living the city, including campaigns, as much as people who live there. 

2- The workshops wanted to continue the reflection on a common visionBy scheduling two workshops 
this year 2019, a kind of replica of "life in metropolises in the 21st century," one of which took place in 
June, focused on "Living the Seine on a daily basis, the emergence of a city. complete south of the 
metropolis Parisienne ", the other which bears on" The happy fringes, cities, villages, hamlets in the 
metropolises ",it's yours. 

3- Written after the 2018 workshop, two documents seem to us to draw your attention: 

We had driven the Chicago team for the first time from Roissy from where they had landed, at the mouth 
of the Seine. They had arrived 3 days before the productive seminar with a thick document of aerial 
views of the sources of the Seine at Le Havre. 

They returned in April make the rise of Paris to the sources of the Seine this time: 2 days along the river; 
followed by a seminar on "the Seine as a park river", hosted at the IAU by Laurent Perrin, the organizer 
of the evening "economic and cultural attractiveness". The opportunity for the Workshops invite the half 
dozen agencies of urban planning of the Seine basin to continue the reflection at one of them.  

Invitation left unanswered but motivational seminar for the two dozen IAU participants and experts mixed 
with the members of the workshops.Hence the proposal of Laurent another workshop on the sidelines of 
the 40th meetings of the FNAU, national federation of urban planning agencies. In October.  

What to try to answer the question: "how big do we have to think?" And to find solutions on a scale of 
territory where they can exist, that of the metabolism of the metropolises, to change. 

In addition, Phil and Drew each made a presentation at the IAU just after the return to the sources of the 
Seine: Phil, "a shining Seine with a renewed vision of the region", Drew, "the future will be green or will 
not be "Bertrand and the Chicago team developed their vision under the title "The Seine as a park 
system". 

In 8 illustrated pages, in french and in english : http://agirlocal.org/la-seine-as-a-park-system/ 

Our young professionals continue to talk to each other by courier and see each other in pairs, three in 
their respective countries. They wrote, after the event, a manifesto: in French and in English, signed by a 
dozen of them:  

In one page : http://agirlocal.org/manifeste-la-vie-au-xxieme-siecle/ 


